July 21, 1997
BUREAU CIRCULAR NO. 694

To All Members of the Bureau:
Re: RESIDUAL MARKET SURCHARGE APPROVAL
As noted in Bureau Circular No. 692, the Department of Insurance has approved a surcharge
program applicable to all risks insured in the Delaware Insurance Plan (the Plan) which serves
as the residual market in Delaware. This surcharge program will apply to all risks insured in the
Plan, including risks for which Plan applications were processed through Delaware and WCIP
risks for which residual market applications were processed through another state. This circular
will provide details regarding the approved surcharge program.
The significant features of the approved surcharge program are enumerated below:


Premium surcharges will apply to risks insured under the Plan which qualify for experience
rating and which produce experience modifications in excess of 1.000.



Applicable surcharges to subject risks will be expressed as a factor to be applied to
standard premium and will be computed using the following formula:
0.50 x (1.000 - risk credibility in the Experience Rating Plan)



Surcharges so computed will be limited to a maximum factor computed by subtracting unity
(1.000) from each subject risk’s experience modification factor.



Surcharges will be computed and expressed to two decimal places.

For illustrative purposes the following three examples of hypothetical risks insured in the Plan
are offered:
Risk A: Not eligible for experience rating. No surcharge would apply regardless of risk
experience (risk must be eligible for experience rating).
Risk B: Eligible for experience rating, experience modification = 0.925. No surcharge would
apply (risk must develop experience modification in excess of 1.000).
Risk C: Eligible for experience rating, experience modification = 1.500, credibility = 0.175)
Surcharge would apply (risk meets surcharge criteria). Surcharge would be computed
as follows:
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0.50 x (1.000 - 0.175) = 0.41 (Surcharge truncated to 2 decimal places)
(Note that full amount of calculated surcharge applies as limit test does not apply,
i.e., 1.500 - 1.000 = 0.500 maximum surcharge, in excess of calculated value.)
Risk D

Eligible for experience rating, experience modification = 1.258, credibility = 0.365)
Surcharge would apply (risk meets surcharge criteria). Surcharge would be computed
as follows:
0.50 x (1.000 - 0.365) = 0.3175, surcharge calculation truncated to
two decimal places = 0.31
Maximum surcharge of 0.25 would apply. 1.258 - 1.000 = 0.258, truncated
to two decimal places = 0.25

Based on the approved Experience Rating Plan, surcharges developed under the approved
program will range from zero (for self-rated risks or risks having modification debits of less than
one percent) to a maximum of .47 (for small risks qualified for experience rating and having
extremely poor experience records).
The DCRB will compute applicable surcharges for each risk in conjunction with our promulgation of experience modifications, and the result will be displayed on the rating worksheet for
each employer. A sample worksheet illustrating the placement of the indicated surcharge after
Part III (Exhibit of Payrolls, Expected Losses, Authorized Classes and Rating Values) and
before Part IV (Rating Procedure) is attached to this circular for reference. Note that surcharges will be computed for all debit rated risks, so that upon placement in the Plan the
surcharge factor will be readily available. The Bureau will also provide notification of any
applicable surcharge directly to each employer renewing coverage in the Plan. In order to
avoid imposing significant surcharges on employers without reasonable notice (and
thus opportunity to attempt to secure voluntary coverage) the Bureau is deferring
application of surcharges until such time as employers will have been given notice of
the applicability and amount of their surcharge at least 60 days in advance of their
anniversary rating date. Thus, the surcharge program will be implemented for policies
effective on or after October 1, 1997. For policies effective August 1, 1997 through
September 30, 1997 calculated surcharges will be provided on a information-only basis.
Members are advised that Statistical Code 0077 will apply to reporting of surcharge amounts on
policies and unit statistical reports for risks subject to surcharges under this program. The DIP
surcharge applies after application of experience modification, schedule rating adjustments,
Workplace Safety Program or Delaware Construction Classification Premium Adjustment
Program (DCCPAP) credits.
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